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CREDITS 
 
This survey is part of the Discover Abitibi Initiative, a regional cluster economic development 
project based on geoscientific investigations of the western Abitibi greenstone belt.  FedNor, 
Northern Ontario Heritage Fund Corporation and private sector investors have provided funding 
for the initiative.  Project management was performed by the Timmins Economic Development 
Corporation. 
 
List of accountabilities and responsibilities: 
• Timmins Economic Development Corporation (TEDC) – overall project management 
• Robert Calhoun, Project Manager, Discover Abitibi Initiative – contract management, project 

management 
• Desmond Rainsford, Ministry of Northern Development and Mines (MNDM) - quality 

assurance and quality control 
• Thomas Watkins, Ministry of Northern Development and Mines (MNDM) – preparation of 

base maps and map surrounds 
• Aerodat Limited, Mississauga, Ontario – data acquisition and compilation 
• Fugro Airborne Surveys, Mississauga, Ontario -  preparation of data for TEDC release. 
 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
The data used to create this digital product were generously donated by Outokumpu Mines 
Limited.  Donations of this kind will enable present and future explorationists to more effectively 
search for new mineral wealth in the Western Abitibi Greenstone belt. The management of 
Discover Abitibi would like to acknowledge this donation and thank Outokumpu Mines Limited 
for their commitment to the fulfilment of the goals of the initiative. 
 

DISCLAIMER 
 
To enable the rapid dissemination of information, this digital data has not received a technical 
edit. Every possible effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information provided; 
however, the Ontario Ministry of Northern Development and Mines does not assume any 
liability or responsibility for errors that may occur.  Users may wish to verify critical 
information. 
 
 

CITATION 
 
Information from this publication may be quoted if credit is given. It is recommended that 
reference be made in the following form: 
 
Ontario Geological Survey 2004. Ontario airborne geophysical surveys, magnetic and 
electromagnetic data, Shaw Dome area; Ontario Geological Survey, Geophysical Data Set 1046. 
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1) INTRODUCTION 
 
Recognising the value of geoscience data in reducing private sector exploration risk and 
investment attraction, the Timmins Economic Development Corporation (TEDC), along with the 
FedNor, Northern Ontario Heritage fund and private sector investors funded the acquisition of 
the Shaw Dome dataset and its preparation for release. 
• airborne geophysics (high-resolution magnetic/electromagnetic surveys) 
• delivery of digital data products. 
 
The TEDC was charged with the responsibility to manage the project. The TEDC acted on the 
advice of Discover Abitibi initiative sub-committees concerning the mineral industry needs and 
priorities.  Various criteria were assessed, including: 
• commodities and deposit types sought 
• prospectivity of the geology 
• state of the local mining industry and infrastructure 
• existing, available data 
• mineral property status. 

 
In early 2003, the TEDC acquired airborne magnetic and electromagnetic survey data from 
Outukumpu Mines as part of the Discover Abitibi Initiative Program. The survey had been flown 
in 1996 by one survey contractor and provided 3,111 line-km of data acquisition. 
 

2) SURVEY LOCATION AND SPECIFICATIONS 
 
The Shaw Dome survey area is located in north eastern Ontario (Figure 1), covering six 
townships, Adams, Carman, Deloro, Eldorado, Langmuir and Shaw, and forms a block three 
townships long. The area is underlain by intercalated mafic, intermediate and felsic metavolcanic 
rocks (mafic flows and pyroclastic rocks) intruded by ultramafic rocks (peridotite, dunite, 
pyroxenite), later felsic intrusives (granodiorite, quartz monzonite) as well as diabase dykes.  
Sulphide mineralization is ubiquitous to the area and sometimes hosts nickel and copper 
mineralization.  Gold occurrences are also known in the region.  The survey grids cover an arcuate 
belt of ultramafic rocks extending southeast from Deloro Township in the west through to Adams 
and Eldorado Townships thence trending northeast across Langmuir Township and north and 
northwest through Carman and Shaw Townships.The townships extend eastward from a point just 
south of Timmins to about 25 km east of Timmins and south of Night Hawk Lake. The six 
townships covered by the present survey were flown by an airborne survey for the Ontario 
Geological Survey in 1987.  This earlier survey was flown by Geoterrex using their Geotem Time 
Domain system, utilizing  a north-south survey line direction and a line spacing of 200 metres.  This 
report describes the airborne geophysical survey carried out for Outokumpu Mines Limited by 
Aerodat Inc. under a contract dated March 5, 1996.  Principal geophysical sensors included a five 
frequency electromagnetic system and a high sensitivity cesium vapour magnetometer.  Ancillary 
equipment included a colour video tracking camera, Global Positioning System (GPS) navigation 
instrumentation, a radar altimeter, a power line monitor and a base station magnetometer. 
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Figure 1: Shaw Dome survey area. 

 
 
The survey area was covered with five survey blocks totalling about 160 square kilometres 
located from 10 km southeast of Timmins to 30 km east-southeast of Timmins.  Total survey 
coverage is approximately 3111 line kilometres including 89 kilometres of tie lines. The airborne 
survey and noise specifications for the Shaw Dome survey area were as follows: 
 
a) Block 1 traverse line spacing and direction 

• flight line spacing was 50 m 
• flight line direction was N70°E azimuth  
• no deviation or separation specifications 

b) Block 2 traverse line spacing and direction 
• flight line spacing was 50 m 
• flight line direction was N18°E azimuth  
• no deviation or separation specifications 

c) Block 3 traverse line spacing and direction 
• flight line spacing was 50 m 
• flight line direction was 0° azimuth  
• no deviation or separation specifications 
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d) Block 4 traverse line spacing and direction 
• flight line spacing was 50 m 
• flight line direction was N35°W azimuth  
• no deviation or separation specifications 

e) Block 5 traverse line spacing and direction 
• flight line spacing was 50 m 
• flight line direction was N40°E azimuth  
• no deviation or separation specifications 

     
  
f) control line spacing and direction 

• two control lines per block, perpendicular to the flight line direction 
 
g) terrain clearance of the EM receiver bird 

• nominal terrain clearance was 30 m 
• altitude tolerance limited to ±15 m except in areas of severe topography 

 
h) aircraft speed 

• nominal aircraft speed was 30 m/sec 
• aircraft speed tolerance limited to ±10.0 m/sec, except in areas of severe topography 

 
i) magnetic diurnal variation 

• unknown 
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3) AIRCRAFT, EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL 
 
This section provides a brief description of the geophysical instruments used to acquire the 
survey data. 
 
Aircraft 
 
Two Aerospatiale helicopters were used to perform the survey. An Aerospatiale AS 350D AStar  
flew the first two-thirds of the survey and an AS 350BA completed the survey. The helicopters were 
owned and operated by Abitibi Helicopters Ltd.   These helicopters flew at an average speed of 60 
knots while acquiring survey data. The ground sampling distance at 60 knots was 3.0 metres for 
a 10 Hz sample rate. 
 
Magnetometer System 
 
The raw total magnetic intensity data was acquired by a Scintrex H8 optically pumped cesium 
vapour magnetometer. The sensitivity of this instrument is 0.001 nanoTesla at a sampling rate of 
0.2 second.  The sensor is towed in a bird 15 metres (50 feet) below the helicopter 45 metres (150 
feet) above the ground). 
 
Electromagnetic System 
 
The Aerodat Heron electromagnetic system was used to perform the survey. The system was 
composed of electromagnetic transmitter and receiver coils mounted in an 8.43 m long bird 
towed below the helicopter on a 30m long cable. The system measured the inphase and 
quadrature components of five coil pairs operating in the geometry and frequencies listed in the 
table below. Coil separations were nominally 6.4 m.  
 

Geometry          Frequency (Hz) 
       Heron   
  Coaxial             925    
Coplanar              877        
  Coaxial       4,468    
Coplanar        4,891     
Coplanar                33,840              

 
Receiver coils measured the secondary field relative to the primary field as seen at the receiver 
coil. The unit of measurement was parts per million (ppm). In-flight noise levels of  ± 1.0 ppm 
were normal for the coaxial coil pairs, approximately 1.5 for the low frequency and mid 
frequency coplanar coils, and less than 5 ppm for the high frequency coplanar data. Turbulence 
and culture were the major causes of electromagnetic noise throughout the survey. 
 
The EM system is electronically and physically complex and requires constant attention for 
successful operation. The system was monitored using built- in internal calibration coils. Another 
major concern was to minimize low frequency noise. The amount of low frequency noise or drift 
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was measured by regularly flying outside of ground effects. This was done at the beginning 
middle and end of each survey flight. This was only partially effective; manual on- line 
adjustments of EM zero levels were required during data processing. 
 
Radar and Barometric Altimeters 
 
A King KRA-10 radar altimeter recorded terrain clearance.   The output from the instrument is a 
linear function of altitude. The instrument was pre-calibrated by the manufacturer and was 
checked after installation against the barometric and differentially corrected GPS altimeters. This 
radar altimeter has a range from 40 to 2500 feet with a system accuracy of  ±5% of the flying 
height. The aircraft also contained a Rosemount 1241M barometric altimeter (FAA certified). 
This altimeter has an accuracy of ±7 feet for the survey altitude. Both the altimeters were 
mounted in the helicopter. 
 
GPS System 
 
 
A Leica MX9212 (12 channel) GPS receiver was used in the aircraft. The navigational unit in the 
aircraft supplied continuous information to the pilot while flying the survey. The Aerodat 
NAVPILOT navigational system was utilized on the aircraft to provide a left right indicator for 
the pilot. The single point GPS positions were logged onto the RMS digital acquisition system. 
The GPS positions were recorded in the WGS84 spheroid. The GPS antenna was mounted on the 
magnetometer bird 15 m below the helicopter. 
 
Base Station Magnetometer 
 
A base station magnetometer was located near the survey area. Diurnal magnetic data were 
collected by a cesium vapour Scintrex V1W2321H8 magnetometer at a sample rate of once per 
second. This magnetometer has a 0.1 nT sensitivity, a digital resolution of 0.01 nT, and a range 
of 20,000 nT to 100,000 nT. 
 
GPS Base Station 
 
A Leica MX9212 (12 channel) GPS receiver was used for the ground GPS recording. The 
ground station unit was provided to allow post flight differential processing. Both the airborne 
and ground unit used the GPS satellite time for synchronization.  
 
Airborne Digital Recorder 
 
The RMS DGR33 digital acquisition system manufactured by RMS Instruments Limited 
recorded the digital data. This system collected the geophysical and ancillary equipment output 
and displayed the data on the GR33 thermal graphic recorder. All the digital acquisition systems 
employed full read after write capability to ensure data reliability. The analog data were 
monitored in flight and examined post flight to assure the best data quality. 
 
Video Flight Path Recording 
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A Sony VHS Model DXC 107 colour video camera was used to visually record the aircraft’s 
flight path. This camera operated in conjunction with a Panasonic video recorder. The date, 
flight, line number, manual fiducial and time were recorded on the video image for precise 
correlation. 
 
Personnel 
 
The following chart details the personnel involved in the survey, their title, and the dates during 
which they worked on the project. 
  
 Title     Name   Period 
 
Operations Manager  Dave Wright  1996/04/21 - 1996/05/09 
 
Operator   Bert Simon  1996/04/21 - 1996/05/09 

     
Helicopter Pilot  S. Gros-Louis  1996/04/21 - 1996/05/09 

    
Data Processing  Marie Logotheti 1996/05/10 - 1996/08/12 
    George McDonald 1996/05/10 – 1996/08/12 
 
Report    Rod Woolham  1996/07/30 – 1996/08/12   
      

4) DATA ACQUISITION 
 
Flight Path 
 
Raw positional data were recorded ten times each second in the WGS84 spheroid. The airborne 
data were acquired by a Leica MX9212 GPS receiver that updates once a second and were stored 
on magnetic tape by an RMS DGR33 acquisition system. The raw positional data were 
differentially corrected on a daily basis with base station GPS data. The base station GPS 
receiver was also a Leica MX9212 receiver recording at a one second interval. 
 
Magnetic Data  
 
The raw total magnetic intensity data were acquired by a Scintrex H8 cesium vapour 
magnetometer. The magnetometer was mounted in the magnetics bird 15 metres below the 
helicopter and the data was recorded on the RMS DGR-33 at five samples per second. 
 
 
Radar and Barometric Altimeters 
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A King KRA-10 radar altimeter and a Rosemount 1241M barometric altimeter (FAA certified) 
were installed in the helicopter to monitor altitude for the survey. The outputs from these 
altimeters were recorded 5 times per second. 
 
Electromagnetic Data 
 
The EM data were acquired using an Aerodat EM bird suspended below the helicopter on a 30m 
cable. The operating frequencies for the bird, Heron, are documented in section 3. The EM data 
were recorded five times per second and profiled onto analog charts by the DGR-33 during 
survey flights. The operator monitored these profiles during data acquisition to ensure quality. 
 
Ground Station Data 
 
The GPS and magnetometer base stations were regularly monitored by the field data processor 
before and during the acquisition of survey data. This was done to ensure that diurnal variations 
were not excessive during survey acquisition chord equivalent to the average control line 
spacing, and that GPS data would be available for post- flight processing.  
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5) DATA COMPILATION AND PROCESSING 
 
Base Maps 
 
Base maps of the survey area were supplied by the Ontario Ministry of Northern Development and 
Mines. 
 
Projection Description: 
 
Datum:  NAD83 
Ellipsoid: GRS80 
Projection: UTM (Zone: 17N) 
Central Meridian: 81º00'W 
False Northing: 0 
False Easting: 500000 
Central Scale Factor: 0.9996 
 
Flight Path 
 
Flight path was processed by Aerodat Ltd. Corrected navigational data were converted to 
NAD27 using the Manitoba/Ontario local datum (major axis=6378206.400, minor 
axis=6356583.600, flattening=294.978698, dx=9, dy=-157, dz=-184). UTM NAD27 (Manitoba, 
Ontario mean) data were then shifted 2.1 metres east and 4.3 metres south to best approximate 
the OBM topographic base maps in the NTv2 local datum. Positional data are also archived as 
UTM coordinates in the NAD83 datum and as latitude and longitude in NAD27 (Canada Mean) 
and NAD83. 
The Shaw Dome survey was flown with 50 meter nominal line spacing with no real-time GPS 
control. The resulting survey flight path contained lines that often crossed one another and 
occasionally overlay one another. In order to reduce the difficulty of leveling and gridding a 
dataset with these overlapping flight lines, some lines were removed from the original dataset 
and some lines had sections where the data was effectively ‘nulled’. Lines were only removed 
from the dataset if they almost directly overlay other flight lines. For nulled sections, only the 
positional data was nulled and the geophysical data was left in the final archive databases. 

  
Magnetic Data 
 
The raw magnetic data are archived in the ‘mag_raw’ channel. It contains the unedited total 
magnetic intensity data recorded in the aircraft, as documented by Aerodat Ltd.. Procedures for 
creation of edited and filtered magnetic channels were not documented by Aerodat Ltd. The 
diurnal correction channel, as archived by Aerodat Ltd. was subtracted from the magnetics 
channel to produce the ‘mag_diurn’ channel. This channel was lagged and leveled by Aerodat 
Ltd., with no specific documentation of lags applied. The International Geomagnetic Reference 
Field (IGRF) was calculated for magnetic sensor and this data is archived in the ‘IGRF’ channel 
and were calculated using year 1995 coefficients based on the barometric altitudes as measured 
by the differentially corrected GPS height. The respective IGRF values were subtracted from the 
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edited magnetic values to produce the ‘mag_igrf’ channel. This data was micro- levelled and 
corrections were applied to produce the ‘mag_final’ channel. This data has been gridded using 
the minimum curvature gridding algorithm and a 10 metre grid cell size. Contours were threaded 
through the final grid of the corrected magnetic sensor to produce the 1:20,000 contour maps. 
 
 
GSC Leveling of Magnetic Data 
The final magnetic data is leveled to the 200 metre Ontario Master Aeromagnetic grid. This 
leveling process begins by upward continuing the final magnetic grid to 305 metres, which is the  
nominal terrain clearance of the Ontario Master grid. A difference grid is then created between 
the upward continued grid and the Ontario Master grid. Two non-linear filters with wavelengths 
of 15 to 20 kilometers and then 2 to 5 kilometers are applied in succession to the difference grid, 
both inline and orthogonal to the flight line direction. A final low-pass filter with a cut off 
wavelength of approximately 25 kilometers is applied to the non- linear filtered grid. The 
resultant filtered grid is used to provide correction values applied to the final magnetic channel to 
produce the final GSC leveled magnetic channel. The process is described in more detail by 
Reford et al. (1990). This GSC leveled magnetic field is gridded using the minimum curvature 
algorithm as developed by Briggs(1974). 
 
The following GSC leveling parameters were used for the Shaw Dome survey: 
 Distance to upward continue  260 meters 
 First Pass non- linear filter length 15000 meters 
 Second pass non-linear filter length 2000 meters 
 Low pass filter cut-off wavelength 8000 meters 
 
 
  
 
Second Vertical Derivative of the Residual Magnetics 
 
The second vertical derivative was calculated from the final GSC leveled magnetic field grid 
using  a Fourier-domain second vertical derivative filter and a low pass Butterworth filter, with a 
cut-off wavelength of 100m. The low pass filter attenuates the amplification of high-frequencies 
in the grid that are enhanced by the derivative operator. The resulting grid has been archived and 
used to prepare the 1:20,000 scale shaded relief images. 
 
Keating Correlation Coefficients 
 
Possible kimberlite targets were identified from the residual magnetic intensity data, based on the 
identification of roughly circular anomalies. This procedure was automated by using a known 
pattern recognition technique (Keating, 1995), which consists of computing, over a moving 
window, a first-order regression between a vertical cylinder model anomaly and the gridded 
magnetic data.  Only the results where the absolute value of the correlation coefficient is above a 
threshold of 75% were retained. The results are depicted as circular symbols, scaled to reflect the 
correlation value. The most favourable targets are those that exhibit a cluster of high amplitude 
solutions. Correlation coefficients with a negative value correspond to reversely magnetised 
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sources. It is important to be aware that other magnetic sources may correlate well with the 
vertical cylinder model, whereas some kimberlite pipes of irregular geometry may not. 
 
 
The cylinder model parameters are as follows: 
 
 Cylinder diameter:  200 m 
 Cylinder length:  infinite 
 Overburden thickness: 9 m 
 Magnetic inclination:  75.1° N 
 Magnetic declination:  11° W 
 

Digital Elevation Model 
 
The digital elevation model was computed from the radar_final and gps_z channels. The 
radar_final was processed by Aerodat and the processing procedures are undocumented.  The 
differentially corrected GPS height above the NAD83 datum was calculated from the GPS 
processing but this height was not adjusted to metres above sea level. The radar_final channel 
was then subtracted to produce a rough DEM. The dem channel contains the final archived 
digital elevation model.  
 
Electromagnetic Data 
 
The profile EM data were levelled and assigned co-ordinates based on the flight path data. Raw 
inphase and quadrature data were de-spiked using a 15 4 2 0 spike rejection. Further spikes were 
removed manually after examination of profile data. Some profile filtering was applied during 
the Aerodat processing but is undocumented.  Linear interpolation of corrections between high 
level background checks were applied to the data, and the data were examined in profile form to 
look for levelling discrepancies. Minor level adjustments were applied where warranted after 
examination of all frequencies. 
 
The inphase and quadrature data were individually gridded and inspected for levelling errors. 
Several small errors were noticed which were not related to altitude. When necessary, a 
decorrugation filter was applied to the inphase and quadrature data separately to create 
preliminary correction grids. The corrections were limited to data where the response was in the 
range of ±4 ppm and a low pass filter was applied to the corrections. The extent of the low pass 
filter was carefully designed to have minimal effect in reducing the amplitudes of conductive 
areas in either the inphase or quadrature channels. The correction channels were applied to the 
data to create the final inphase and quadrature channels used to calculate the resistivity. The data 
were rigorously analyzed after each stage to make sure no anomalies were being introduced or 
deleted and the final correction was a smoothly varying function. 
 
The coplanar and coaxial resistivities were calculated in ohm-metres from the inphase and 
quadrature data in parts per million using the Fugro pseudo- layer model (i.e. finite thickness 
resistive layer over a homogeneous halfspace). These channels were gridded with a 10 m cell 
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size, and Akima spline interpolation. The grids were then smoothed with a 3 by 3 convolution 
filter for presentation. 
 
Anomaly picking was done manually by Aerodat Ltd., with concentration on what they 
considered to be bedrock conductors. No associated interpretation of conductor types or dip 
information was assigned by the interpreter on an individual anomaly basis. All anomalies have 
therefore been assigned a “B” or bedrock anomaly_type. There was also no magnetic correlation 
calculated by Aerodat in the presentation of their anomaly pick locations. Vertical half-plane 
conductances and depth to top of the conductors were calculated from the coaxial coil responses. 
 
Some of the techniques used in processing of the Shaw Dome dataset are as follows: 

Spike Rejection 
 
There are four parameters required for the spike rejection method; 
 
LEN Is the number of points to examine. LEN must be an odd number greater 
 than 3. The centre point of LEN is the point being operated on. 
 
NREJ Is the number of data values to reject in both the high and low directions. 
 
TOL Is the width tolerance. 
 
NFLT Is the number of Hanning filter points in the post spike rejection smoothing  
 filter. 
 
LEN data points are examined. The NREJth highest and NREJth lowest values are invalidated. 
The remaining points are a cluster of assumed acceptable values. The DMIN (minimum) and 
DMAX (maximum) of the remaining points produce a scatter of DIFF size. TOL is multiplied by 
DIFF and added to DMAX producing TMAX. TOL is multiplied by DIFF and added to DMIN 
producing TMIN. If the original central point in the cluster is within the span between TMIN and 
TMAX, it is accepted and left unchanged. 
 
If the original value is outside the range from TMIN to TMAX, it is rejected and a new point is 
generated using a Hanning filter on the acceptable points in the scatter. When a channel is spike 
rejected, a smoothing filter of NFLT points is applied to the data prior to writing it to the 
destination channel in the database. 
 

Fourth Difference 
 
The fourth difference is defined as: 
 
 FDI = XI+2 – 4XI+1 + 6XI – 4Xi-1 + Xi-2 
 
Where Xi is the ith total field sample. The fourth difference in this form has units of nT. High 
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frequency noise should be such that the fourth differences divided by 16 are generally less than 
±0.1 nT. 
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 Microlevelling 
 
Microlevelling is the process of removing residual flightline noise that remains after 
conventional levelling using control lines.  It has become increasingly important as the resolution 
of aeromagnetic surveys has improved and the requirement of interpreting subtle geophysical 
anomalies has increased.  The frequency-domain filtering technique known as “decorrugation” 
has proven inadequate in most situations, as significant geological signal might be removed 
along with noise.  In addition, the microlevelling correction is applied to the profile data, 
whereas decorrugation corrects only grids.  The separation of noise from geological signal and 
the correction of the profiles, are the key strengths of the PGW’s microlevelling procedure. 
 
Microlevelling will not solve all problems of flightline noise.  For example, positioning errors 
(e.g. poor lag correction) may result in some level shift that microlevelling will reduce.  
However, shorter wavelength anomalies will still remain mis-aligned.  Line-to- line variations in 
survey height result in anomaly amplitude variations.  Again, microlevelling will reduce long 
wavelength level shifts, but cannot compensate for localized amplitude changes.   
 

Survey Specific Parameters  
 
The following microlevelling parameters were used in the Shaw Dome survey: 

Microlevelling was required for the reprocessing of the magnetic data. Errors with 
maximum amplitudes of 10 nT were removed from the magnetic data. 
Microlevelling of the EM responses are discussed in the appropriate section. 

 

6) FINAL PRODUCTS 
 
Digital map products at 1:20,000 
 
• Residual magnetic field in colour with contours, plotted EM anomalies on a planimetric base 

• Shaded colour image of the second vertical derivative of the magnetics, plotted with the 
Keating kimberlite coefficient anomalies on a planimetric base 

• Colour 4786 Hz Coplanar apparent resistivity with contours, plotted with EM anomalies on a 
planimetric base 

 
Profile databases 
 
• EM and Magnetic database at 5 samples/sec in both Geosoft® GDB and ASCII format 
 
EM anomaly database 
 
EM anomaly database in both Geosoft® GDB and ASCII CSV format 
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Kimberlite coefficient database 
 
Keating kimberlite coefficient anomaly database in both Geosoft® GDB and ASCII CSV format. 

 
Data grids  
 

Geosoft® data grids, in both GRD and GXF formats, provided in NAD83 and NAD27 datums of 

the following parameters: 

• Residual Magnetic Intensity  
• Residual Magnetic Intensity GSC Levelled  
• Second Vertical Derivative of Magnetics  
• Apparent Resistivity 918 Hz Coaxial Coil 
• Apparent Resistivity 850 Hz Coplanar Coil 
• Apparent Resisitivity 4420 Hz Coaxial Coil  
• Apparent Resistivity 4786 Hz Coplanar Coil 
• Apparent Resistivity 33840 Hz Coplanar Coil 
 
GeoTIFF images of the entire survey block 
 
• Colour residual magnetics on a planimetric base 
• Colour shaded relief of second vertical derivative of magnetics on a planimetric base 
• Colour apparent resisitivity 4786 Hz coplanar coil on a planimetric base 
 
DXF vector files of the entire survey block  
 
• EM anomaly locations 
• Keating kimberlite coefficient anomalies 
• Residual magnetic field contours 
• Apparent Resistivity 4786 Coplanar  contours 
 
 
Project report 
 
Provided in both WORD®97 and Adobe® PDF formats. 
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7) QUALITY ASSURANCE AND QUALITY CONTROL 
 
Quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC) were undertaken by the survey contractor , 
Aerodat Ltd., the reprocessing contractor, Fugro Airborne Surveys,  and by MNDM.  
 
Survey Contractor 
 
 
Data Acquisition 
 
There is no documentation of on-site quality checks undertaken by Aerodat Ltd. Typical quality 
control procedures during acquisition would consist of the following: 
 

• inspect all analog charts to identify problems such as individual channel noise, 
harmonics, and birdswing/swoop oscillations 

• ensure that all analogs have proper and sufficient labelling and annotations 
• analyse, summarize and store all survey calibration information 
• systematically annotate and confirm the completeness of all digital flight data and 

magnetic base station data, video recordings, magnetic base station data, and flight 
analogue charts 

• maintain a logbook of all surveying progress and equipment histories 
• transcribe raw sampled airborne geophysical data into the master database 
• adjust channels for time lag as determined by pre-survey tests and calibrations 
• differentially correct all airborne GPS data and confirm complete coverage of the GPS 

data with the master database 
• inspect the GPS height  
• compute X,Y coordinates in UTM’s create and plot plan views of flight path 
• inspect all survey lines for adherence to technical specifications regarding line separation,  

coverage, and overlap of re-flight lines 
• verify that  base station magnetic data covers the time that airborne data was collected 
• inspect base station data for adherence to allowable diurnal variation and flag re- flights 

where necessary 
• remove spikes from diurnal data and apply a long wavelength filter 
• convert radar altimeter data to metres and remove any spikes 
• inspect the barometric data remove any spikes and apply a long wavelength filter 
• visually inspect profiles of the radar, barometric, and GPS altimeters 
• compute, grid, and compare the DEM calculated from the GPS and radar, with that 

calculated from the barometric altimeter and the radar 
• inspect profiles of raw airborne magnetic data and the fourth difference channel and 

remove spikes  
• grid raw magnetic data and diurnally corrected magnetic data and compare 
• when survey is complete compute levelling network, apply to magnetic data, grid and 

examine, compute and examine second vertical derivative 
• examine raw EM profiles in ppm for noise harmonics and sferics  
• remove noise where possible filter and level EM data to produce apparent resistivity grids 
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which can be examined  
• compile master grids of all survey data as survey progresses to ensure quality between 

flights is acceptable 
 
 
Office Processing 
 
The office processing was conducted by two data processors. To check the field data, grids were 
computed from field data channels and were examined for errors. Flight path was verified by 
comparison with the video and published topographic maps. The positional data were converted 
to the final co-ordinate system and the results were copied into appropriate databases. Statistical 
analysis of all final data channels was computed and examined on a line by line basis for the 
entire data set to ensure that all data was satisfactory. 
 
 
Reprocessing and preparation of all final map and digital products was undertaken by Fugro 
Airborne Surveys. The purpose of this was primarily to improve the quality of the levelling of 
geophysical data in final magnetic and resistivity datasets. Knowledge of the processing steps 
that were undertaken by Aerodat Ltd. was limited and not all raw channels were available for the 
reprocessing activity. 
 
MNDM 
 
MNDM prepared all of the base map and map surround information required for the digital and 
hard copy maps. This ensured consistency and completeness for all of the OTH geophysical map 
products. For Shaw Dome, the base map was constructed from digital files of the 1:20,000 OBM 
map series.  
 
MNDM worked with Fugro Airborne Surveys geophysicist to ensure that the digital files 
adhered to the specified ASCII and binary file formats, that the file names and channel names 
were consistent, and that all required data were delivered on schedule. The map products were 
carefully reviewed in digital and hard copy form to ensure legibility and completeness. 
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APPENDIX A TESTING AND CALIBRATION 
 
 
The electromagnetic system utilizes a multi-coil coaxial/coplanar technique to energize conductors 
in different directions.  The coaxial coils are vertical with their axes in the flight direction.  The 
coplanar coils are horizontal.  The secondary fields are sensed simultaneously by means of receiver 
coils which are maximum-coupled to their respective transmitter coils.  The system yields an in-
phase and a quadrature channel from each transmitter-receiver coil-pair. 
 
The electromagnetic calibration procedure involves four stages; primary field bucking, phase 
calibration, gain calibration, and zero adjust.  At the beginning of the survey, the primary field at 
each receiver coil is cancelled, or “bucked out”, by precise positioning of five bucking coils. 
 
The phase calibration adjusts the phase angle of the receiver to match that of the transmitter.  The 
initial phase calibration is conducted with a ferrite bar on the ground, and subsequent calibrations 
are conducted in the air using a calibration coil in the bird.  A ferrite bar, which produces a 
purely in-phase anomaly, is positioned near each receiver coil.  The bar is rotated from minimum 
to maximum field coupling and the responses for the in-phase and quadrature components for 
each coil-pair/frequency are measured.  The phase of the response is adjusted at the console to 
return an in-phase only response for each coil-pair.  Phase checks are performed as required.  

 
The ferrite bar phase calibrations measure a relative change in the secondary field, rather than an 
absolute value.  This removes any dependency of the calibration procedure on the secondary 
field due to the ground, except under circumstances of extreme ground conductivity 

 
Calibrations of the gain, phase and the system zero level are performed in the air before, and  
after each flight.  The system is flown to an altitude high enough to be out of range of any 
secondary field from the earth (the altitude is dependent on ground resistivity) at which point the 
zero, or base level of the system is measured.  Calibration coils in the bird are activated for each 
frequency in turn by closing a switch to form a closed circuit through the coil.  The transmitter 
induces a current in this loop, which creates a secondary field in the receiver of precisely known 
phase and amplitude.   
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APPENDIX B PROFILE ARCHIVE DEFINITION 
 
 
Survey 1046 was carried out using the frequency-domain Aerodat electromagnetic and magnetic 
system, mounted on a helicopter platform. 
 
Data File Layout 
The files for the Shaw Dome  Geophysical  Survey 1046 are archived as a 2 CD set, with the file 
content divided as follows: 
 
CD – 1046a 

- ASCII  (GXF) grids. 
- Profile database (5 Hz sampling) in ASCII (XYZ) format 
- EM anomaly database  (CSV format) 
- Keating correlation (kimberlite) database  (CSV format) 
- DXF files of entire survey block at 1/50,000 for: 

- EM anomalies 
- Keating correlation (kimberlite) anomalies 
- Total field magnetic contours 
- Apparent resistivity (4786 Hz) contours 

- GEOTIFF images (200 dpi) of the entire survey block at 1/50,000 for: 
- Total field colour magnetics with base map 
- Colour shaded relief of 2nd vertical derivative with base map 
- Colour apparent resistivity (4891 Hz) with base map. 

- Project report (Word97 and PDF formats) 

CD – 1046b 
- Geosoft binary  (GRD) grids. 
- Profile database (5 Hz sampling) in Geosoft® OASIS montaj (GDB) format 
- EM anomaly database  (GDB format) 
- Keating correlation (kimberlite) database (GDB format) 
- DXF files of entire survey block at 1/50,000 for: 

- EM anomalies 
- Keating correlation (kimberlite) anomalies 
- Total field magnetic contours 
- Apparent resistivity (4891 Hz) contours 

- GEOTIFF images (200 dpi) of the entire survey block at 1/50,000 for: 
- Total field colour magnetics with base map 
- Colour shaded relief of 2nd vertical derivative with base map 
- Colour apparent resistivity (4786 Hz) with base map. 

- Project report (Word97 and PDF formats) 
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Coordinate Systems  
The profile and electromagnetic anomaly data are provided in four coordinate systems: 

• Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection, Zone 17N, NAD27 datum (Canada 
Mean); 

• Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection, Zone 17N, NAD83 datum, North 
American local datum; 

• Latitude/longitude coordinates, NAD27 datum (Canada Mean); and 
• Latitude/longitude coordinates, NAD83 datum, North American local datum. 

 
The gridded data are provided in the two UTM coordinate systems. 
 
Line Numbering 
The line numbering conventions for survey 1046 are as follows: 
Flightlines  Block 1: 10010 –18999 
  Block 2: 20010 – 28999 
  Block 3: 30010 – 38999 
  Block 4: 40010 – 48999 
  Block 5: 50010 – 58999 
Tielines  Block 1: 81010 – 81999 
  Block 2: 82010 – 82999 
  Block 3: 83010 – 83999 
  Block 4: 84010 – 84999 
  Block 5: 85010 – 85999 
 
Profile Data 
The profile data are provided in two formats, one ASCII and one binary: 
  Block1 

• Shawdome_block1.xyz - flat ASCII file Block 1 
• Shawdome_block1.gdb - Geosoft OASIS montaj binary database file (no compression) 

Block 2 
• Shawdome_block2.xyz - flat ASCII file Block 2 
• Shawdome_block2.gdb - Geosoft OASIS montaj binary database file (no compression) 

Block 3 
• Shawdome_block3.xyz - flat ASCII file Block 3 
• Shawdome_block3.gdb - Geosoft OASIS montaj binary database file (no compression) 

Block 4 
• Shawdome_block4.xyz - flat ASCII file Block 4 
• Shawdome_block4.gdb - Geosoft OASIS montaj binary database file (no compression) 

Block 5 
• Shawdome_block5.xyz - flat ASCII file Block 5 
• Shawdome_block5.gdb - Geosoft OASIS montaj binary database file (no compression)  
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Both file types contain the same set of data channels, summarized as follows: 
 
Channel Name            Description                                                                                                Units 
 
flight     flight number 
date       local date       YYMMDD 
fiducial          fiducial number 
utme_nad27   easting in UTM co-ordinates using NAD27 datum   metres 
utmn_nad27   northing in UTM co-ordinates using NAD27 datum   metres 
z_nad27   elevation in UTM co-ordinates using NAD27 datum    metres 
utme_nad83   easting in UTM co-ordinates using NAD83 datum   metres 
utmn_nad83   northing in UTM co-ordinates using NAD83 datum   metres 
lat_nad27         latitude using NAD27 datum     degrees 
long_nad27        longitude using NAD27 datum     degrees 
gps_z_raw         raw GPS Z using NAD83 datum     metres 
radar_raw         raw terrain clearance of aircraft from radar altimeter   metres 
radar_final       corrected terrain clearance of aircraft from radar altimeter  metres  
baro_raw          raw barometric altimeter data     metres 
baro_final        corrected barometric altimeter data      metres 
dem        digital elevation model      metres 
mag_base_cor   corrected magnetic base station data         nanoteslas 
height_mag       magnetic sensor height above terrain    metres 
mag_raw          raw magnetic field - upper sensor     nanoteslas 
igrf     local (upper sensor) IGRF field     nanoteslas 
mag_igrf         IGRF-corrected magnetic field      nanoteslas 
mag_diurn   diurnally -corrected magnetic field                   nanoteslas 
mag_lev          levelled magnetic field        nanoteslas 
mag_final        micro -levelled magnetic field       nanoteslas 
mag_gsclev GSC levelled magnetic field  nanoteslas 
cxi_918_raw       raw coaxial inphase at 918 Hz     parts per million 
cxq_918_raw       raw coaxial quadrature at 918 Hz     parts per million 
cxi_4420_raw      raw coaxial inphase at 4420 Hz     parts per million 
cxq_4420_raw      raw coaxial quadrature at 4420 Hz     parts per million 
cpi_850_raw       raw coplanar inphase at 850 Hz     parts per million 
cpq_850_raw       raw coplanar quadrature at 850 Hz      parts per million 
cpi_4786_raw      raw coplanar inphase at 4786 Hz     parts per million 
cpq_4786_raw      raw coplanar quadrature at 4786 Hz      parts per million 
cpi_34k_raw     raw coplanar inphase at 33840 Hz     parts per million 
cpq_34k_raw     raw coplanar quadrature at 33840 Hz     parts per million 
cxi_918_lev       final levelled coaxial inphase at 918 Hz    parts per million  
cxq_918_lev       final levelled coaxial quadrature at 918 Hz    parts per million 
cxi_4420_lev      final levelled coaxial inphase at 4420 Hz    parts per million 
cxq_4420_lev      final levelled coaxial quadrature at 4420 Hz    parts per million 
cpi_850_lev       final levelled coplanar inphase at 850 Hz    parts per million 
cpq_850_lev       final levelled coplanar quadrature at 850 Hz    parts per million 
cpi_4786_lev      final levelled coplanar inphase at 4786 Hz    parts per million 
cpq_4786_lev      final levelled coplanar quadrature at 4786 Hz   parts per million 
cpi_34k_lev     final levelled coplanar inphase at 33840 Hz    parts per million 
cpq_34k_lev     final levelled coplanar quadrature at 33840 Hz   parts per million 
pwrl60hz   60 Hz power line monitor 
ares_918       apparent resistivity from coaxial coil pair - 918 Hz   ohm metres 
ares_4420      apparent resistivity from coaxial coil pair - 4420 Hz   ohm metres 
ares_850       apparent resistivity from coplanar coil pair - 850 Hz   ohm metres 
ares_4786       apparent resistivity from coplanar coil pair - 4786 Hz   ohm metres 
ares_34k      apparent resistivity from coplanar coil pair - 33840 Hz  ohm metres  
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adep_918      depth from coaxial coil pair - 918Hz    metres 
adep_4420     depth from coaxial coil pair - 4420 Hz    metres 
adep_850      depth from coplanar coil pair - 850 Hz    metres 
adep_4786     depth from coplanar coil pair - 4786 Hz    metres 
adep_34k  depth from coplanar coil pair - 33840 Hz    metres 
time_utc          UTC time       seconds 
lat_nad83         latitude using NAD83 datum     decimal-degrees 
long_nad83        longitude using NAD83 datum     decimal-degrees 
line        flightline number 
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APPENDIX C ANOMALY ARCHIVE DEFINITION 
 
 
Electromagnetic Anomaly Data 
The electromagnetic anomaly data are provided in two formats, one ASCII and one binary: 

• shawdome_em_anomalies.csv – ASCII comma-delimited format (Microsoft Excel file) 
• shawdome_em_anomalies.gdb – Geosoft OASIS montaj binary database file 

 
Both file types contain the same set of data channels, summarized as follows: 
 
Channel Name Description Units 
 
utme_nad27 easting in UTM co-ordinates using NAD27 datum metres 
utmn_nad27 northing in UTM co-ordinates using NAD27 datum metres 
fiducial fiducial  
flight flight number  
date local date YYMMDD 
line_number full flightline number (flightline and part numbers)  
line flightline number  
line_part flightline part number  
utme_nad83 easting in UTM co-ordinates using NAD83 datum metres 
utmn_nad83 northing in UTM co-ordinates using NAD83 datum metres 
long_nad27 longitude using NAD27 datum decimal-degrees 
lat_nad27 latitude using NAD27 datum decimal-degrees 
ares_850 apparent resistivity for coplanar transmitter-receiver coil pair - 850 Hz ohm-metres 
ares_4786 apparent resistivity for coplanar transmitter-receiver coil pair - 4786 Hz ohm-metres 
ares_34k apparent resistivity for coplanar transmitter-receiver coil pair - 33840 Hz ohm-metres 
adep_850 apparent depth calculated from coplanar transmitter-receiver coil pair - 850 Hz metres 
adep_4786 apparent depth calculated from coplanar transmitter-receiver coil pair - 4786 Hz metres 
adep_34k apparent depth calculated from coplanar transmitter-receiver coil pair - 33840 Hz metres 
time_utc UTC time seconds 
long_nad83 longitude using NAD83 datum decimal-degrees 
lat_nad83 latitude using NAD83 datum decimal-degrees 
anomaly_type anomaly classification  
anomaly_type_no anomaly classification number  
mag_correlation magnetic correlation nanoteslas 
vertical_halfplane_conductance conductance of vertical half-plane model siemens 
vert_halfplane_depth depth of vertical half-plane model metres 
cxi_918_lev levelled coaxial inphase at 918 Hz  parts per million 
cxq_918_lev levelled coaxial quadrature at 918 Hz  parts per million 
cpi_850_lev levelled coplanar inphase at 850 Hz  parts per million 
cpq_850_lev levelled coplanar quadrature at 850 Hz  parts per million 
cxi_4420_lev levelled coaxial inphase at 4420 Hz  parts per million 
cxq_4420_lev levelled coaxial quadrature at 4420 Hz  parts per million 
cpi_4786_lev levelled coplanar inphase at 4786 Hz  parts per million 
cpq_4786_lev levelled coplanar quadrature at 4786 Hz  parts per million 
cpi_34k_lev levelled coplanar inphase at 33840 Hz  parts per million 
cpq_34k_lev levelled coplanar quadrature at 33840 Hz  parts per million 
anomaly_no nth anomaly along the survey line  
anomaly_id  unique anomaly identifier  
height_em electromagnetic receiver height metres above terrain 
dem  digital elevation model metres above spheroid 
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The unique anomaly identifier (anomaly_id) is a ten digit integer in the format 1LLLLLLAAA 
where 'LLLLLL' holds the line number (and leading zeroes pad short line numbers to six digits). 
The 'AAA' represents the numeric anomaly identifier (anomaly_no) for that line padded with 
leading zeroes to three digits. For example, 1000101007 represents the seventh anomaly on Line 
101. When combined with the survey number (survey_no), the anomaly identifier provides an 
electromagnetic anomaly number unique to all surveys archived by the Ontario Geological 
Survey. 
 
The codes for anomaly_type and anomaly_type_number are as follows: 

B 1 
 D 2 
 S 3 
 L 4 
 
B: Bedrock - an anomaly whose response matches that of a bedrock conductor, but not thin 
and/or near vertical.  This anomaly type might include other shapes of conductors: roughly pod-
shaped, thick dykes, short strike length bodies, or conductors sub-parallel to the flight path. 
 
D: Dyke - an anomaly whose shape matches that of a steeply dipping thin dyke- like conductor. 
The thickness appears to be less than about 3 m. These are commonly conductors in steeply-
dipping geology, but may also be conductive shear zones. 
 
S:  Flat lying conductors - generally surficial. Typical geologic anomalies might be conductive 
overburden, swamps or clay layers. They would not appear to be conductive at depth. 
 
L: Line current - an anomaly with the shape typical of line currents - typically cultural (human 
sources) such as power lines, train tracks, fences, etc.  
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APPENDIX D GRID ARCHIVE DEFINITION 
 
Gridded Data 
 
The gridded data are provided in two formats, one ASCII and one binary: 

• *.gxf - ASCII Grid eXchange Format (revision 3.0) 
• *.grd - Geosoft OASIS montaj binary grid file (no compression) 
• *.gi - binary file that defines the coordinate system for the *.grd file 

 
The grids are summarized as follows: 
Shawdome_igrftf_nad27.grd/.gxf IGRF-corrected magnetic field in nanoteslas (UTM coordinates, NAD27 datum) 
Shawdome_igrftf_nad83.grd/.gxf IGRF-corrected magnetic field in nanoteslas (UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
Shawdome_gsctf_nad27.grd/.gxf  GSC levelled magnetic field  in nanoteslas (UTM coordinates, NAD27 datum) 
Shawdome_gsctf_nad83.grd/.gxf  GSC levelled magnetic field in nanoteslas (UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
Shawdome_2vd_nad27.grd/.gxf  second vertical derivative of the GSC levelled magnetic field in nanoteslas per 

metre squared(UTM coordinates, NAD27 datum) 
Shawdome_2vd_nad83.grd/.gxf  second vertical derivative of the GSC levelled magnetic field in nanoteslas per 

metre squared (UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
Shawdome_res918_nad27.grd/.gxf apparent resistivity for coaxial transmitter-receiver coil pair - 918 Hz in ohm-

metres (UTM coordinates, NAD27 datum) 
Shawdome_res918_nad83.grd/.gxf apparent resistivity for coaxial transmitter-receiver coil pair - 918 Hz in ohm-

metres (UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
Shawdome_res4420_nad27.grd/.gxf apparent resistivity for coaxial transmitter-receiver coil pair - 4420 Hz in ohm-

metres (UTM coordinates, NAD27 datum) 
Shawdome_res4420_nad83.grd/.gxf apparent resistivity for coaxial transmitter-receiver coil pair - 4420 Hz in ohm-

metres (UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
Shawdome_res850_nad27.grd/.gxf apparent resistivity for coplanar transmitter-receiver coil pair - 850 Hz in ohm-

metres (UTM coordinates, NAD27 datum) 
Shawdome_res850_nad83.grd/.gxf apparent resistivity for coplanar transmitter-receiver coil pair - 850 Hz in ohm-

metres (UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
Shawdome_res4786_nad27.grd/.gxf apparent resistivity for coplanar transmitter-receiver coil pair - 4786 Hz in 

ohm-metres (UTM coordinates, NAD27 datum) 
Shawdome_res4786_nad83.grd/.gxf apparent resistivity for coplanar transmitter-receiver coil pair - 4786 Hz in 

ohm-metres (UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
Shawdome_res34k_nad27.grd/.gxf apparent resistivity for coplanar transmitter-receiver coil pair - 33840 Hz in 

ohm-metres (UTM coordinates, NAD27 datum) 
Shawdome_res34k_nad83.grd/.gxf apparent resistivity for coplanar transmitter-receiver coil pair - 33840 Hz in 

ohm-metres (UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
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APPENDIX E GEOTIFF AND VECTOR ARCHIVE DEFINITION 
 
 
GeoTIFF Images 
 
Geographically referenced colour images are provided in GeoTIFF format for use in GIS 
applications. 
 
The images are summarized as follows: 
 
Shawdome_gsctf_nad83.tif GSC levelled magnetic field with topographic base (UTM coordinates, NAD83 

datum) 
Shawdome_2vd_nad83.tif shadowed second vertical derivative of the GSC levelled magnetic field with 

topographic base (UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
Shawdome_res4786_nad83.tif apparent resistivity for coplanar transmitter-receiver coil pair - 4786 Hz with 

topographic base (UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
  
 
Vector Archives 
 
Vector line work from the maps is provided in DXF ASCII format as follows: 
 
Shawdome_emanomalies_nad83.dxf electromagnetic anomalies (UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
Shawdome_keating_nad83.dxf Keating correlation targets based on the GSC levelled magnetic field 

grid (UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
Shawdome_gsctf_nad83contours.dxf  contours of the GSC levelled magnetic field in nanoteslas (UTM 

coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
Shawdome_res4786_nad83contours.dxf contours of the apparent resistivity for coplanar transmitter-receiver 

coil pair - 4786 Hz in ohm-metres (UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
 
The layers within the DXF files correspond to the various object types found therein and have intuitive names. 
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APPENDIX F KEATING CORRELATION ARCHIVE DEFINITION 
 
 
Kimberlite Pipe Correlation Coefficients 
 
The Keating kimberlite pipe correlation coefficient data are provided in two formats, one ASCII 
and one binary: 

• shawdome_keatingcoeff.csv - ASCII comma-delimited format (Microsoft Excel file) 
• shawdome_keatingcoeff.gdb - Geosoft OASIS montaj binary database file 

 
Both file types contain the same set of data channels, summarized as follows: 
 
Channel Name Description Units 
 
utme_nad27 easting in UTM co-ordinates using NAD27 datum metres 
utmn_nad27 northing in UTM co-ordinates using NAD27 datum metres 
utme_nad83 easting in UTM co-ordinates using NAD83 datum metres 
utmn_nad83 northing in UTM co-ordinates using NAD83 datum metres 
lat_nad27 latitude using NAD27 datum decimal-degrees 
long_nad27 longitude using NAD27 datum decimal-degrees 
lat_nad83 latitude using NAD83 datum decimal-degrees 
long_nad83 longitude using NAD83 datum decimal-degrees 
amplitude peak-to-peak anomaly amplitude within window nanoteslas 
correlation_coefficient correlation coefficient percent x 10 
neg_75 negative correlation coefficient percent 
normalized_error standard error normalized to amplitude percent 
pos_75 positive correlation coefficient percent 
 

 
 

 


